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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The main purpose of this paper is to develop various Jacobian criteria and 
explicit formulas for separability idempotents. These are then applied to a long- 
standing unsolved problem in algebraic geometry, known as the Jacobian 
problem. In  particular, we settle the quadratic ase affirmatively. 
In Section 2, it is shown that separability implies left-invertibility of the 
Jacobian matrix and hence that the number of relations must be greater than or 
equal to the number of generators [Theorem 2]. It is also shown that for an 
algebra of finite type, separability is equivalent to left-invertibility of the Jacobian 
matrix [Theorem 5]. Of special interest is the case in which the number of 
variables is the same as the number of relations [Theorem 7]. A separable 
algebra of finite type is a homomorphic image of a separable algebra of finite 
presentation without changing the set of generators [Corollary 6]. 
Section 3 deals with the problem of extending derivations. It is shown that 
left-invertibility of the Jacobian matrix implies uniqueness while right-inver- 
tibility implies extendibility [Theorem 12]. I f  there is a family of derivations 
which behave like ordinary partial derivatives, then extendibility of this family 
is equivalent to the Jacobian matrix having a (not necessarily row-finite) right- 
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inverse [Corollary 13 and Corollary 14]; in particular, when the number of 
relations is finite, right-invertibility of the Jacobian matrix is equivalent to 
extendibility [Theorem 15]. Of special interest is the case in which the 
number of variables is the same as the number of relations and both numbers 
are finite [Theorem 16]. We also show that every derivation of a ring has a unique 
extension to an intersection of its rings of fractions [Proposition 19] and hence 
to a flat overring [Corollary 21]. 
In Section 4, we discuss, in great detail, ways of explicitly finding the separa- 
bility idempotent in terms of the Jacobian matrix. Although the representation 
of the separability idempotent is highly non-unique, nice symmetric formulas 
are still available whenever the base ring contains the rational number field 
[Theorem 35 and Proposition 36]. In the course of doing so, we exploit various 
properties among the higher-order differential operators and differentials 
[Lemma 27, Corollaries 28, 29 and Lemma 30] and introduce two new concepts: 
symmetric expansion of a polynomial [Definition 31] and n-algebras [Definition 
32]. The former is obtained from the usual Taylor expansion by properly 
distributing the higher-order differentials. The latter is a module together with 
an n-ary operation which is multiplinear, alternating and satisfies ageneralization 
of the usual Jacobi identity. A Lie algebra, in our terminology, is a 2-algebra. A
polynomial ring in n variables together with the Jacobian determinant is an 
n-algebra [Theorem 33] and this n-algebra structure is compatible with the 
higher derivation associated with the Taylor expansion [Theorem 34]. As an 
application of these concepts we show that separability in the quadratic relation 
case, along with some other mild hypotheses, implies the best we can expect, 
namely, the identity is the separability idempotent or equivalently the ring 
homomorphism is an epimorphism [Theorem 37]. 
In Section 5, the Jacobian criteria are applied to the Jacobian problem. The 
Jacobian condition is completely reflected by separability or numerous other 
conditions [Theorem 38]. Hence the study of the Jacobian problem amounts to 
the study of two polynomial rings with one containing the other and separable 
over it. (They must have the same number of variables [Proposition 40].) The 
larger polynomial ring behaves like the integral closure if the base ring is a 
unique factorization domain [Theorem 41] and hence the Jacobian problem is 
solved if the inclusion of polynomial rings is an epimorphism [Corollary 43]. 
On the other hand, the larger polynomial ring has projective dimension (over 
the smaller polynomial ring) at most one if the base ring is Noetherian [Theorem 
44]. The relationship between a polynomial mapping and its corresponding 
homomorphism of two polynomial rings is investigated [Lemma 45]. In light 
of a theorem of Quillen-Suslin on freeness of projective modules over polynomial 
rings and a theorem of Rosenberg-Villamayor-Zelinsky on finite generation of 
projective separable algebras, the Jacobian problem can be reformulated in 
numerous ways [Theorem 46] and generalized [Generalized Jacobian Problem 
48]. The generalized problem asks if the Jacobian condition implies that the 
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larger polynomial ring is a finitely generated free module over the smaller one. 
If  the generalized problem has a positive answer, so does the original one 
[Theorem 47]. We study the construction and existence of inverse polynomials. 
This study lends more credence to a positive answer to the generalized problem 
[Theorem 49]. We provide an example to illustrate that several undesirable 
things can happen in the bad case (base ring is a field of characteristic non-zero). 
However, we do not know if such things can happen in the hopefully good case 
(base ring is a field of characteristic zero). In the quadratic ase, the Jacobian 
problem is shown to have a positive answer and the result holds in a more general 
setting [Theorem 61]; a conjecture about the degrees of inverse polynomials i  
made [Degree Conjecture 63]. 
Throughout his paper rings and algebras are commutative with identity 
and ring homomorphisms carry the identity to the identity. In what follows A 
is always a ring and B an algebra over A; B is said to befinitely generated as an 
A-algebra or an A-algebra of finite type if there is a surjective A-algebra homo- 
morphism from a polynomial ring in finitely many indeterminates (~ variables) 
A[Z  1 ,..., Z~] to B; B is said to be finitely presented as an A-algebra or an A- 
algebra of finite presentation if furhtermore the kernel of A[Z 1 ,..., Z~] to B is a 
finitely generated i eal. ,rn/~ (or 7r 8 or simply ~r if no confusion arises) always 
denotes the muhiplieation homomorphism B @a B --~ B such that ~r(b 1@ b2) = 
bib 2 and ,~ denotes the kernel of ~. For a ring A, A* denotes the group of units 
of A; M,~(A) denotes the non-commutative ring consisting of all n × n matrices 
over A; GL~(A) denotes the general linear group of degree n over A, i.e., the 
group of n × n invertible matrices over A. If  P is a prime ideal of A, K(p ) denotes 
the residue field of the local ring A~, i.e., x(P) = A~/pAp (which is also canonic- 
ally isomorphic to the field of fractions of the integral domain A/p). The K(p )- 
algebra B (~)A ~c(p) is called the fibre of B over p. Spec(A) denotes the set of all 
prime ideals of A topologized by the Zariski topology; Max(A) denotes the 
subspace of Spec(A) consisting of the maximal ideals; X(1)(A) denotes the sub- 
space of Spec(A) consisting of the prime ideals of height one. Ideals are denoted 
by German characters. 77, Q, C denote, respectively, the ring of rational integers, 
the field of rational number and the field of complex numbers. A ring homo- 
morphism ~: A -+ B is an epimorphism if/3 o ~ = 7 ° ~ implies/3 = y for any 
two ring homomorphisms/3, y: B --~ C. A matrix is said to be row-finite if each 
of its row has only finitely many nonzero entries. Finally, for a set I, [ 1 [ denotes 
the cardinality of L 
2. A JACOBIAN CRITERION FOR SEPARABILITY 
For the definition of B being a separable A-algebra we refer to [7, pp. 750- 
751; 8, p. 367; 17, p. 40; 32, p. 73]. From this it follows that B is a separable 
A-algebra if and only if the ideal ~ can be generated by an idempotent element. 
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The last statement implies ,~/~= = 0 (i.e., the module of 1-differentials of B 
over A, Q~/A, vanishes); it is equivalent to ~/.~2 = 0 if .~ is a finitely generated 
ideal (which is the case, e.g., if B is a ring of fractions of an A-algebra of finite 
type) by a standard argument [10, Chap. II, Sect. 4, Exercise 15, p. 143]. 
On the other hand, there is a more explicit description of (2~/A in terms of 
generators and relations. If  B is represented as a quotient ring of a polynomial 
ring over A, say, B : A[(zj)j~j] : A[(Zj)~es]/(hi)i~l, where  h i are polynomials 
in the polynomial ring A[(Zj)j~j] and zs denotes the coset of Z~, then Q~/A can be 
described as follows: Let 
i = j J 
be the Jacobian matrix over B, where (~hi/&~j) denotes the formal partial 
derivative of hi with respect o Zj evaluated at (zj)~s. Let M = B (s) be the free 
B-module on basis (ej)j~s, let E be the f × 1 matrix whose (j ,  1)-entry is ej, 
and let N be the submodule of M generated by the rows of JE. Then D~/A 
MfN [25, 0iv, 20.5.13]. Thus, if B is separable over A, then M/N = O. So we 
first examine when M/N will vanish. 
LEMMA 1. Let H ---- (hij) be a row-finite I × J matrix over a ring B, where I
and J are index sets. Let M = B (~) be the free B-module on basis (ej)~s, let E be the 
J×  l matrix whose (j, 1)-entry is ej , and let N be the submodule of M generated 
by the rows of HE. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) M[N = O. 
(2) There is a row-finite J × [ matrix L over B such that LH : Isxs 
(the J × J identity matrix). 
Moreover, i f  condition (1) or (2) is satisfied, then q f I ~ I J 1. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). For each j e J, e~ is a B-linear combination of generators 
of N; i.e., for each j ~ J, there is a family of elements of B, lji (i ~ I), of which 
only finitely many are non-zero such that 
Take L ¢1 x~s 
= \~J i l i~ l "  
(2) ~ (1). Just reverse the previous argument. 
The last part of the lemma follows from the observation that, modulo a 
maximal ideal of B, the rows of H are linearly independent vectors. I 
Remark. The equivalence of (1) and (2)also follows from the fact that the 
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column-finite matrices are in one-to-one correspondence with the linear mappings 
of free modules. 
Lemma 1 along with the remarks preceding it yields the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let B = A[(z~)j~j] = A[(Z~)i~j]/(hi)i~ 1 , where Z~ ( j  ~ J) are 
indeterminates over A, hi (i ~ I) are polynomials in A[(Zj)~j] and zj  denotes the 
coset of Z j for each j ~ J. [ f  B is a separable algebra over A, then the Jacobian matrix 
Oh i ~ ie I  
~zj ! j ~ J 
over B has a row-finite left-inverse over B and hence [[1 >/ I J I. 
COROLLARY 31 Lei A and B be as in Theorem 2. I f  the number of relations is 
less than the number of generators, then B is not separable, over A. 
As we have remarked before,if B is an A-algebra of finite type, then the ideal ,~ 
is finitely generated and hence the separability of B over A is equivalent o 
M/N = 0. Next we examine when M/N will vanish for a finitely generated M. 
LEMMA 4. Let H = (hij) be an I × n matrix over a ring B, where I is an index 
set and n is a positive integer.Let M -= B (n~ be the free B-module on basis e 1 ,..., e,~ ,
let E be the n × 1 matrix whose ( j ,  1)-entry is ej , and let N be the submodule of M 
generated by the rows of HE. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(l) M/N = O. 
(2) There is a row-finite n × [ matrix L over B such that LH = I~×~ 
(the n × n identity matrix). 
(3) There are a positive integer m, an m × n submatrix H ~ of H, and an 
n × m matrix L ~ over B such that L#H # = I~×~. 
(4) t I l >~ n, and the n × n minors of H generate the unit ideal of B. 
Proof. (1) -~ (2) is the same as Lemma 1. 
(2) ~ (3) is clear. 
(3) ~ (4). The first part is the same as Lemma 1. The second part follows 
from the Binet-Cauchy theorem of multiplication of determinantal arrays 
[4, pp. 85-87] which states that the determinant of L#H ~ is the sum of the 
products of the n × n minors of L # with the corresponding n × n minors of H #. 
(4) ~ (1). For each n-element subset H of I, let Hx/ denote the n × n 
submatrix obtained from the H rows of H. By multiplying on the left by the 
adjoint of the matrix HH it follows that (det HH) e~ E N for eachj. Consequently, 
ej e N for eachj since the det I-I n generate the unit ideal of B as H runs through 
the n-element subsets of L | 
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Lemma 4 along with the preceding remarks yields the following. 
THEOREM 5. Let B = A[z  I ,..., zn] = A[Z  x ,..., Z~]/(h~)i~t, where Z 1 ..... Z,, 
are indeterminates over A,  hi (i E I )  are polynomials in A[Z  1 .... , Z,~] and zj  denotes 
the coset of Zj for  j = 1 .... , n. Let i denote the Jacobian matrix 
( ~hi ] i~ I  
~-zfz~ ! j = 1,..., n 
over B. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) B is a separable algebra over A;  
(2) ] has a row-finite left-inverse over B; 
(3) j has a finite-size submatrix of n columns which has a left-inverse over B; 
(4) [ [ [ ~ n, and the n × n minors of j generate the unit ideal of B. 
Let B = A[Z  1 ,..., Z~]/(hi)i~t be as in Theorem 5. For each finite subset H 
of [, let BH = A[Z1 ,..., Z,~]/(h~)i=_H; if H C H '  are two finite subsets of l, let 
I~H.H': BH--+ BH" be the canonical surjection. Then obviously (Bn,/~H,H') is 
a direct system of A-algebras of finite presentation i dexed by the finite subsets 
ofl" and B is the direct limit lira Bn (cf. [24, 0i ,  6.3.8, p. 136], where a different 
direct system was constructed). Since each homomorphism of this system is 
surjective, it follows that B is separable over A if any one of the Bn is separable 
over A. The next corollary states that the converse is also true: A separable 
algebra of finite type is a homomorphic image of a separable algebra of finite 
presentation without changing the set of generators. 
COROLLARY 6. Let B = A[Z  1 .... , Zn] / (h i ) i~  I be as in Theorem 5. I f  B is 
separable over A,  then there is a finite subset H o f [such  that BI~ ~- A[Z1 ,..., Z~]/ 
(hi)i~ H is separable over A.  
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5, (1) and (3). | 
For a square matrix of finite size over a (commutative) ring, left-invertibility 
is the same as invertibility. Hence, as a special case of Theorem 5, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 7. Let B = A[z  1 ..... z~] = A[G ,..., Z~]/(h 1 ..... ha), where Z 1 .... , 
Zn are indeterminates over A,  h 1 .... , h,~ are polynomials in A[Z  1 .... , Zn] and z~ 
denotes the eoset of Zj  for j = 1 .... , n. Let ] denote the facobian matrix 
( ~h~ ] i = 1 ..... n 
~zj ! j = 1 ..... n 
over B. Then B is a separable algebra over A i f  and only i f  ] ~ GL,~(B) (or equiva- 
lently, det(j) e B*). 
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Taking n = 1 in Theorem 7, We obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 8. Let B = A[z] = A[Z]/(h(Z)). Then B is a separable algebra 
over A if  and only i f  h'(z), the formal derivative of h evaluated at z, is a unit of B. 
COROLLARY 9. Let B = A[z] = A[Z]/(h(Z)). I f  B is a separable algebra 
over A, then B is a flat module over A. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 8 that the ideal of A generated by the 
coefficients of h(Z) is the unit ideal of A, and hence B is a flat module over A by 
[39, Theorem 1, p. 439] (cf. [36, Corollary 2, p. 152]). | 
COROLLARY 10. Let B = A[z] = A[Z]/(h(Z)). Assume further that h(Z) is a 
monic polynomial in A[Z]. Then B is a separable algebra over A if  and only i f  d, 
the discriminant of h(Z), is a unit of A. 
Proof. Let h(Z) = Z m + axZ m-x + "" + am_lZ + am. Let ~b: B ~ M,~(A) 
be the regular matrix representation f B over A associated with the standard 
basis 1, z,..., z m-1. As we shall see later, the following is true: 
4,(h'(z)) = AT, (#) 
where A is the m × m matrix over A whose (i, j)-entry is am+l-i-j if m + 1 --  
i - - j  > O, is l i fm + l --  i - - j  = O, and is 0 otherwise; while T is the m × m 
matrix over A whose (i,j)-entry is traceB/A(Zi+~-z). Taking determinants in (#), 
we have 
normn/A(h'(z)) = (--1)(('~t'~-m/Z)d. (##) 
Hence "h'(z) e B* if and only if d e A*"  [11, Chap. I I I ,  Sect. 9.4, Proposition 3, 
p. 545] and therefore Corollary 10 follows by taking Corollary 8 into account. 
It remains to be shown that (#) is true. Using the definition of Tr  = traceB/A, 
we can easily obtain the "Newton's Identities" 
Tr(hz(z)) = (m -- l) at,  
where l : 0, 1,..., m and ht(Z ) : Z l + al zt-1 ~- "'" -~- at_lZ + at. Then by 
an induction argument i follows that 
zJh'(z) = ~ z i-I Tr(zJhm_i(z)), 
i=1 
wherej  ~ 0, 1,..., m --  1~ Hence (#) is proved, and so is Corollary 10. | 
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Remark. In the case both A: and B are fields; one might use the concept of 
"conjugate" to prove (##)  in Corollary 10 as in [27, Theorem 18, Formula 
(58), p. 73]. . . . .  . 
A proposition similar t ° Corollary 8 was given previously [20, Corollary 1.10, 
p. 48] except hat A was assumed to be a connected (no idemp0tents other than 
0 and 1) ring and h(Z)a  monic polynomial that satisfied a certain technical 
condition. Also a prop0sifion Mniilar to corollary 10 was given previously 
[28, Theorem 2.2, p. 467] or [17, Theorem 4.4, p. l l i ]  except hat A was 
assumed to be a connected ring. Attempts at eliminating these conditions led to 
the investigation of [59]: Onthe other hand, the last three corollaries cannot be 
Claimed to be new since Corollaries 8 and 9 follow from [45, Proposition 8, 
p. 18; Proposition 9, p. 32; Corollaire 2, p. 52] while Corollary 10 can be deduced 
from [32, Theoreme 4.7, p~ 88]; however, we did not realize this until [59] had 
been written;moreover, they are easy consequences of Theorem 7 and the 
starting point of [59]. Hence they ~/re included here for the sake of completeness. 
In the next example, we reprove a well-known fact in algebraic number 
theory by making use our~ ~acobian criterion, for separability [Theorem 5]. In 
contrast o the usual "local" approach (e.g., [50, Exercis e 1B(e), p. 102]), our 
"global" approach seems easier . ~: 
EXAMPLE 11. G[21/~, 51/a] is an unramified extension of ~[101/2]. 
Let A and B be the ring of integers in ~[101/z] and ~[21/!, 51/2], respectively. 
It is well known that A = 771101/2] and B = 77121/Z, ((1 + 51/3)/2)]. Let B' = 
A[Z1,  Z2]/(Z1 ~ --  2, Zz 2 Z21-- !, 2Z1Z2 --  Z1 --  101/a) • I t  is easily verified, 
by using Theorem 5, that B'  is a separable algebra over A and so is its hom0mor- 
phic image B. In other words, B is unramified over A by [7, Theorem 2.5, 
p. 753]. Even more is true: B is:Galois over A (in the sense of [16, p. 6] and 
[8, p. 396]) with cyclic group generated by changing the signs of 21/2 and 51/2 
by [16, Remarks 1.5(d),:p 7] ,  
3. A JACOBIAN CRITERION FOR EXTENSION OF DERIVATIONS 
Now we turn our attention to the investigation of the relationship between 
extending derivations and the Jacobian. Throughout this section except in the 
last paragraph, k is a ring, A is a k-algebra, B is an A-algebra, and M is a (left) 
B-module. A mapping D: A --~ M which is additive and satisfies the product 
rule, i.e., D(a I -~- as) = D(al) -}- D(a~) and D(ala~) -~- a~D(al) -1- aiD(a2) for 
all al ,  as ~ A, is called a derivation of A into M. Note that D(1) = 0. If, in 
addition, D is k-linear, or equivalently, D vanishes on k, then D is called a 
k-derivation of A into M. Thus every derivation is a g-derivation. The set of 
all k-derivations of A into M may be given an obvious d-module structure 
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and will be denoted by Derk(A , M). By Der(A, M) we shall mean Derz(A, M). 
We are interested in the following extension problem: Let D ~ Derk(A , M). 
(1) Existence: Is D extendible to a k-derivation of B into M ? 
(2) Uniqueness: If so, is it unique ? 
: We begin with the following theorem whose proof is inspired by that of [64, 
Proposition 15, p. 12]. 
THEOREM 12. Let B = A[(z~)j~s] = A[(Zj)jes]/(hi)i~l, 
J ~ ezs] j~ J  
be as in Theorem 2. Furthermore, let A be an algebra over a ring k and let M be a 
B-module. 
(i) I f  i has a row-finite left-inverse over B, then every k-derivation of A 
, i  
into M has at most one extension to B. 
(ii) I f  J has a row-finite right-inverse over B, then every k-derivation of A 
into M has at least one extension to B. 
Proof. We first note that J itself is a row-finite matrix over B since each hi 
involves only a finite number of the Z~. Our proof will be based on the follow- 
ing: For a given D ~ Derk(A , M), the extensions of D to B are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the solutions of a certain system of linear equations over 
B whose coefficient matrix is 7- Moreover, a system of linear equations has at 
most one solution if its coefficient matrix is left-invertible; it is solvable if its 
coefficient matrix is right'invertible. 
Let M[(Z~)~s] denote the k[(Zj)~s]-module k[(Zj)~s] @k M. Elements of 
this module can be represented as polynomials in the Z~- with coefficients in M. 
If  a 6 Homk.mod(A, M), then ~ canonically extends to a k[(Zj)~s]-module 
homomorphism 
1 @ a: A[(Z~)j~j] ~ k[(Zj)j~s] (~ A -+ k[(Z~.)j~j] @ M ~ M[(Zj)j~j]. 
k k 
It  can be easily verified that if D ~ Derk(A, M), then 1 @ D is a k[(Z~)j~,]- 
derivation of A[(Zs)~s] into M[(Zj)j~s] , and it is in fact the unique k[(Z~)~s]- 
derivation extending D. The image ofh c A[(Zj)j~s] under 1 @ D will be denoted 
by hD((Zj)j~s) or simply hD; thus h D is obtained from h by applying D to all 
its coefficients. The image of h D under the composition of the following sequence 
of homomorphisms k[(Z~)j~s] (~k M _~ A[(Zj)j~j] @A M--~ B @A M---~ M will 
be denoted by hD((zj)j~s); since M is a left B-module, hD((z~)j~s) is obtained from 
hD((Zj)j~s) by first substituting i(zj)~6 s for (Zj)j~ 1 and then moving each z~ to the 
left of its coefficients. 
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To prove (i), let D ~ Der~(B, M) be an extension of D. Then it follows from 
the relations 0 = hi((zj)~1) that the D(z~) satisfy the following system of linear 
equations 
~M' = N, 
where M'  is the J × 1 matrix whose (j, 1)-entry is D(z¢) and N is the I × 1 
matrix whose (i, 1)-entry is --hiD((z~)j~s). Since D is completely determined by 
its effect on the z~, this proves (i). 
To prove (ii), we note that the right-invertibility of ] guarantees the existence 
of a J × 1 matrix M = (m~.)~j over M such that 
iM  = N, 
where N is as before. 
We next use M to produce an extension of D. Let fe  A[(Z¢)j~s] be such that 
f((z~)¢~s) -~ O. Then f can be expressed as a finite linear combination of the 
hi with coefficients in A[(Zj)j~s], say, f -~ Zi¢zgihi with gi e A[(Zj)¢~s]. Then 
it follows from the relationf ~-- ~t~1 gihi that 
'D f ((~J)~) -- Y~ gi((~)j~J) hi'((~j)~A 
iel 
and 
Hence 
Thus the formula 
~f  Ohi 
Oz~ - y~ gi((zj)~j) ~zj iEl 
~f 0 = fD((zj)~s) + ~ ~ m s . 
jeJ 
for g ~ A[(Zj)j~s], yields a well-defined/) ~Derk(B , M). Evidently, D extends D. 
I 
Remarks. (i) Taking k = Z, we see that Theorem 12 holds with"derivation" 
in place of "k-derivation." 
(ii) I f  ] is left-invertible, then [ I  I >/ ] J [  by Lemma 1. Similarly, if 
is right-invertible, then I J [  >/t I I- 
COROLLARY 13. Under the same notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 12 
and its proof, assume further that there is a family of derivations Di~ Derk(A, A) 
( ie [ )  such that h~'((z~)~s)-~ --3ii" (i' EI), where 3 w is the Kronecker delta. 
Consider the following conditions. 
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(1) J has a row-finite right-inverse over B. 
(2) Every k-derivation (resp. derivation) of A into itself extends to a k- 
derivation (resp. derivation) of B into itself. 
(3) Each Di extends to a k-derivation of B into itself or i eL  
(4) J has a (not necessarily row-finite) right-inverse over B. 
Then (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) <-(4). 
Proof. That (2) ~ (3) is clear, and (1) => (2) by Theorem 12. 
(3) ~ (4) because a right-inverse of J is the J × I matrix whose ( j, /)-entry 
is Di(zj), where D/e  Der~(B, B) extends Di .  
(4) => (3) by an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 
12 (ii). | 
As a special case of Corollary 13, we have the following 
COROLLARY 14. Let B = A[(zj)j~j] = A[(Z~)j~s]/(hi)ie 1 be as in Theorem 2. 
Assume further that there are Yi e A (i e I) and D~ e Der(A, A) (i e [) such that 
Di(Y,') = 3ii'; k is the subring of A consisting of the elements mapped to zero by 
all D,; hi = ~ -- Y , ,  ~ e k[(Zj)~w ] for all i. Let 
( efi ] i e I  
i = \az j l  je J"  
Consider the following conditions. 
(1) j has a row-finite right-inverse over B. 
(2) Every k-derivation (resp. derivation) of A into itself extends to a k- 
derivation (resp. derivation) of B into itself. 
(3) Each Di extends to a k-derivation of B into itself or i eL  
(4) i has a (not necessarily row-finite) right-inverse over B. 
Then (1) ~ (2) ::> (3) => (4). 
In particular, we have the following (cf. Theorem 5). 
THEOREM 15. Let B = A[(z~)j~j] = A[(Z~)s~s]/(h x .... , hm). Assume further 
that there are }71 .... , Ym E A and D 1 ..... Dm e Der(A, A) such that Di(Yi, ) = 
3ii" ; k is the subring of A consisting of the elements mapped to zero by D a .... , D~; 
hi = ~ -- V, , f i  e k[(Zj)j~s] , i = 1,..., m. Let 
{ ~  i= l  .... ,m 
i = \ azj ! j ~ J 
Then thefollowingconditions are equiva~nt: 
481/65/2-14 
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(1) Every k-derivation (resp. derivation) of A into itself extends tO a k- 
derivation (resp. derivation) of B into itself. 
(2) Each Di extends to a k-derivation of B into itself or i ~ 1,..., m. 
(3) j has a right-inverse over B. 
(4) J has a finite-size submatrix of m rows which has a right-inverse over B. 
(5) ] J l ~ m, and the m × m minors of j generate the unit ideal of B. 
As another special case, we have the following (cf. Theorem 7). 
THEOREM 16. Under the same notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 15, 
assume further that J = {1,..., m}. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Every k-derivation (resp. derivation) of A into itself extends uniquely to a 
k-derivation (resp. derivation) of B into itself. 
Same as in (1) except with "extends" in place of "extends uniquely." 
Each D, extends uniquely to a k-derivation of B into itself for i = 
(2) 
(3) 
1~..., m. 
(4) 
(5) 
Same as in (3) except with "extends" in place of "extends uniquely." 
E GL~(B) or equivalently 
.... , L )  
0(Zl , ' " ,  Zm) 
For any set J, the set of all row-finite ] × J matrices over B form a non- 
commutative ring which will be denoted by Mj(B) and its group of units by 
GLs(B ). Thus an element Of Ms(B ) is in GLs(B ) if and only if it has a left- 
inverse in Ms(B ) which in turn also has a left-inverse in Ms(B ). We remark that, 
when J is infinite, the notions of "left-invertibility" and "right-invertibility" are 
different. This can be seen as follows: Indeed we can assume that f ~_ 77+ -- 
{1, 2, 3,...}. Let M = B ~J) be a free B-module on basis (e~)~eg. We define 
B-linear mappings ~1, % of M into M by their actions in the ej as follows: 
%(e~) is ej+ 1 i f j  ~ 77+, is ej otherwise. %(e5) is ej_ 1 i f j  ~ 77+ -- {1}, is ej otherwise. 
Then % o s 1 is the identity mapping on M by a 1 o % is not. Thus the matrix of 
% is left-invertible but not right-invertible, while the matrix of % is right-inver- 
tible but not left-invertible. 
Another consequence ofTheorem 12 is the following: 
COROLLARY 17. Under the same notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 12, 
assume further that f = I. i f  J ~ GLs(B), then every k-derivation (resp. derivation) 
of A into M extends uniquely to a k-derivation (resp. derivation) of B into M, in 
particular, every k-derivation (resp. derivation) of • into itself extends uniquely 
to a k-derivation (resp. derivation) of B into itself. 
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EXAMPLE 18. Suppose B = S-1A for a multiplicatively closed subset S of A. 
Then B = A[(zs)ses] = A[(Zs)s~s]/(sZ~ -- 1)s~s. Clearly J e GLs(B ) and the 
proof of Theorem 12 yields the usual quotient rule and unique extendibility 
of derivations. Of course these well-known facts can also be easily deduced from 
another point of view. 
Example 18 shows that every derivation of a ring extends uniquely to its 
rings of fractions. However, we have the following more general result. 
PROPOSITION 19. Let A be a ring, K its total ring of fractions, B = (]i~i S-[ 1A, 
where each Si is a multiplicatively closed subset of A containing no zero-divisors. 
Then any derivation D of A into itself extends uniquely to a derivation of B into 
itself. 
Proof. By the quotient rule, De  Der(A, A) extends uniquely to /~E 
Der(K, K), i.e., D(a/s) = (D(a)s -- aD(s))/# for a e A and s a no'n-zero-divisor 
of A. By the quotient rule again, D maps each S-[1A (considered as a subring 
of K) into itself, and hence maps B into itself. Uniqueness follows from the fact 
that any derivation of B into itself extends (uniquely) to a derivation of K into 
itself since K is also the total ring of fractions of B. | 
A Theorem proved by Seidenberg [53, Theorem, p. 168] states that if A is an 
integral domain containing the rational numbers, K its field of fractions, and 
A' the elements of K which are quasi-integral over A, then any derivation of K 
which maps A into itself must also map A' into itself. One may ask whether this 
theorem is a consequence of Proposition 19. The answer is negative by the 
following. 
EXAMPLE 20 (Gilmer [23]). Let E C F be an algebraic extension of fields. 
Let A be the set of all formal power series f (Z)~F[[Z]] such that the constant 
term of f (Z )  is in E, i.e., A = E-t-ZF[[Z]]. Then A is a (not necessarily 
Noetherian) local domain with unique maximal ideal ZF[[Z]], so the only rings 
of fractions of A are A and F((Z)). Here F((Z)) ~ F[[Z]] z is the field of formal 
Laurent series in one indeterminate Z with coefficients in F. But the integral 
closure of A isF[[Z]], which is also the complete integral closure of A. It follows 
that F[[Z]] is not an intersection of rings of fractions of A. 
As a matter of fact, A has Krull-dimension one and its maximal ideal can be 
generated by [F :E ]  elements; if [F :E ]  < ~,  then A is Noetherian. (Even 
though, A is not a discrete valuation ring because its maximal ideal is not 
principal.) 
A consequence of Proposition 19 is the following. 
COROLLARY 21. Let A be an integral domain, K its field of fractions and B 
a subring of K containing A. I f  B is a flat A-module, then any derivation of A into 
itself extends uniquely to a derivation of B into itself. 
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Proof. Such a B is an intersection of localizations of A at some set of prime 
ideals of A [46, Corollary, p. 795]. | 
To close this section, we mention a theorem of Barr-Knus [9, Theorem 2, 
p. 313]. Let B be a not necessarily commutative algebra over a (commutative) 
ring A,  projective as an A-module, of Hochschild-dimension at most one. (There 
was apparently a misprint in [9], where "at most" was omitted from the state- 
ment of this theorem.) Let M be a left B @A B°P-module (or what amounts to 
the same thing, a (B, B)-bimodule whose induced left and right A-actions 
coincide). Let M B = {m EM [ (b ® 1)m = (1 @ b)m for all b ~B} (or what 
amounts to the same thing {m E M [ bm =mb for all b e B}). Then a derivation 
D: A --+ M B extends to a derivation D: B --+ M. 
4. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR THE SEPARABILITY IDEMPOTENT 
In general, separability of B over A is equivalent to the existence of a separa- 
bility idempotent of B over A, i.e., the existence of an element ec B @A B such 
thate(1 ®b- -b® 1) =0fora l lb~Band~(e)  = 1, where~:B@AB- -~B 
is the multiplication homomorphism [17, p. 40]. For the remainder of this 
section, B is assumed to be finitely generated as an A-algebra as in Theorem 5. 
In this case, separability is also equivalent to the existence of a row-finite left- 
inverse L to the Jacobian matrix ] of relations [Theorem 5]. We shall investigate 
the problem of construction e from a given L. Note that for a given separable 
algebra, e is unique but not necessarily L. Even if L is unique, various ways of 
expressing higher-order differentials as linear combinations of first-order differ- 
entials result in different representations of e. Nevertheless, we are able to derive 
some kind of symmetric formulas for e in the following two cases: (i) n = [ I [ = 
1 ; (ii) n = [ / [ and A D_ Q. These formulas are rather crucial in our solving the 
quadratic ase of the Jacobian problem. 
Let B = A[z  1 ,..., zn] = A[Z  1 ,..., Zn]/(hi)ie I and let Z~ .... , Z~, W a ,..., W,~ 
be indeterminates over A. Then we have B ~--- A[w 1 ,..., w~] = A[W 1 ,..., W,] [  
(h,(Wx ,..., W,) )~I  and the following commutative diagram: 
A[Zl ..... Z .  , W1 ,..., W.] ~ A[Zl ,..., Z.] ®.  A[Zl ..... Z.] 
l l 
A[z  1 .... , z,~ , w 1 ,..., wn] ~_ B @A B 
i l 
B = B 
where we identify Zj. with Zj @ 1 and W s with 1 @ Z~ on the top row, zj with 
zj @ 1 and w~ with 1 ® z~. on the second row. Let dZj = Wj  - -  Z~, dzj = 
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w~ --  z~ and let 3 ~-/3(~), where ~ is the ideal of A[Z  1 ,..., Zn ,  Wl  .... , Wn] 
generated by dZ 1 ,..., dZ,~ . (So ~ consists o f f~  A[Z  1 ,..., Z,~ , W1 ,..., W,~] such 
that f(Z1 ,..., Zn,  Z1 ,..., Z,)  = 0.) We remark that 3 is the same as the ideal of 
A[z  1 ,..., z,~ , w l  ,..., w,~] generated by h(w 1 ,..., w , )  - -  h (z  1 ,..., zn)  , h E A[Z  1 ,..., 
Z,], which is exactly the "difference ideal" defined by Amalie (Emmy) Noether 
in a posthumous paper [42, p. 9]. 
For h ~ A[Z  a ,..., Z**], let Ah = h(W 1 ,..., Wn)  - -  h (Z  1 ,..., Zn).  Then Ah ~ 
and hence Ah ~- g ldZ  1 + ... --k g JZn  for some gl  ,..., gn ~ A[Z1  ,..., Z**, 
W1 ,... , W~]. Although the family gx ,.--, g~ is not unique unless n = 1, we can 
say the following: 
LEMMA 22. Let  Ah  = g ldZ  1 + "" + g~dZ~ , where gl  ,..., gn E A[Z  1 .... , Z ,  , 
W,  .... , W, ] .  Then g~ - -  (ah/aZj )  ~ ~ fo r  j = 1,..., n. 
Proof. It suffices to provegj - -  (Oh/OZ~) ~ ~ for j  = 1 only, i.e., gl(Z1 ,..., Z,~, 
Z 1 ,..., Z ,~) -  (Oh/aZ1)= 0. By the Taylor expansion of h (for details, see 
Section 4.3), we have Ah = ((ah/aZ1) + Vl) dZ a + "" q- ((ah/OZ~) + v , )  dZ,~ 
for some v 1 ,..., v,~ e 3. Hence (gl - -  (~h/~Z1) - -  vl)  dZ1 -}- "'" + (g,~ - -  
(Oh/~Z,~) - -  v,~) dZ,~ ~ O. We now apply the homomorphism of A[Z  1 ,..., Z,~ , 
W 1 .... , W~] into A[Z  1 ,..., Z,~, Wa] which sends Wz to Z2 ,..., W~ to Z~. This 
gives gl(Zx, . . .  , Z,~, W1, Z2,.. . ,  Z,~) - -  (Sh/OZ1) - -  vx(Z1,... , Z , ,  W~, Z2,... , Z,~) : 0 
since dZ 1 : W 1 - -  Z 1 is not a zero-divisor in A[Z  1 ,..., Z,~, Wa] (see, e.g., 
[6, Exercise 3, p. 11]). Now the desired result follows from v 1 ~.  | 
As we have noted before, for each i E/,  
Ah~ = gndZ 1 + ... + g~,,dZn , where gix ,..., g~,~  A[  Z 1 .... , Zn , W 1 ,..., Wn]. (1) 
Let 
i e I  iE I  
G = (g,~.) j = 1,..., n and /3(G) = (3(g,~)) j = 1,..., n. 
Applying the homomorphism/3 to Eq. (1), we have, in matrix form, 
o,×~ = fl(G) ta:z.] (2) 
By multiplying on the left of Eq. (2) by L and then by the adjoint of the new 
matrix Lfl(G) it follows that 
e = det(Lfl(G)) = (det(L) @ 1)(det fl(G)) (3) 
annihilates dz  1 ,..., dz,~ and hence ,~. Moreover, by Lemma 22, fi(G) = J -t- U 
for some I × n matrix U with entries in fi(~) ---- ,~ ~- Ker(~r); it follows that 
~r(e) = 7r(det(I~x~ + LU)) = 1. In other words, e is the separability idempotent. 
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4.1. 1- Variable, 1-Relation Case and a Theorem of Euler 
Let B = A[z] = A[Z]/(h(Z)) throughout Section 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 23. Suppose h(Z) = ao Z'` + a l  Zm-1  + "'" + a m and hi(Z) = 
ao Z~ -+- ... + a~for l = O, 1,..., m -- 1. I f  B is separable over A, then the separa- 
bility idempotent of B over A is 
e : ((h(z)) -1 (~) 1)(h,m_l(.g ) (~ 1 qt_ hm_2(z ) (~ .g 27 ... 21_ ho(z ) (~ zm-1). 
Proof. i~ this case Ah = h(W) -- h(Z) = (hm_~(Z) + h~_~(Z)W + "" + 
ho(Z ) W'~-I)(W --  Z). Hence the result follows from Eq. (3). II 
In the next two corollaries we shall specialize to the case where h(Z) is monic. 
In the first one another description of e is given, in the second one a theorem of 
Euler is generalized from the case of fields to the case of rings. 
COROLLARY 24. Under the same notation as in Corollary 10 and its proof, 
let h(Z) Z ~ + alZ ~-1 + "'" + am and let (a ~=~ ...... be the adjoint of the = k iJ l j=l,...,m 
matrix T = (trac%/A(zi+~-z))~-~',::::~. I f  B is separable over A, then the separa- 
bility idempotent of B over A is 
e = (d -1 @ 1)((an + a21z + "'" + am1 zm-1) @ 1 + (ax~ + a22z + "'" + a~z  ~-1) 
@ z + "'" + (aim + a2mz -~- "'" +ammz ~-1) @ z~-O 
Proof. By the definition of regular matrix representation, we have [h'(z)] × 
[1, z,..., z m-l] = [1, z,..., z m-l] ¢(h'(z)). On the other hand, we have shown 
that ~b(h'(z)) = AT in the proof of Corollary 10. Hence [h'(z)][1, z,..., z ~-1] = 
[1, z,..., z ~-1] AT. Therefore the result follows from Proposition 23 by mul- 
tiplying the above equality on the right by the adjoint of the matrix T. | 
As in the classical theory of finite separable field extensions, for separable 
and finitely generated free B over A, the symmetric bilinear form B × B -+ A 
defined by (bl, b2)~-~ traceB/A(blb~) is non-degenerate in the sense that it 
induces an isomorphism B ~_~ HomA_mod(B, A) [8, Proposition A.4, p. 397]. 
Hence we have a dual basis (i.e., complementary basis) to any given basis of B 
over A. Combining Proposition 23 with Corollary 24, we can find the dual basis 
explicitly as follows. 
COROLLARY 25. Suppose h(Z) = Z m + alZ ~-1 + "" + am and h~(Z) = 
Z ~ + alZ ~-1 + "" + a~ for 1 = O, 1,..., m -- 1. I f  B is separable over A, then 
(h'(z))-l(hm_l(Z)), (h'(z))-l(hm_~(z)),..., (h'(z))-l(ho(z)) is the dual basis to the 
standard basis 1, z,..., z ~-1 with respect o the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear 
form (bl , 62) ~-~ tracen/A(blb2) on B over A. 
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Remark. In the case both A and B are fields, one might use the concept of 
"conjugate" together with "Lagrange interpolation formula" to prove Corollary 
25 as in [65, 3-7-12, Proposkion (Euler), p. 106]. 
4.2. 1-Variable, I I I-Relation Case 
Proposition 23 can be easily generalized to 
PROeOSlTIO~ 26. Let B = A[z] = A[Z]/¢, where ¢ is an ideal of A[Z]. I f  B 
is separable over A, say bl f ' ( z  ) 4- bag'(z) + "" + bhh'(z) = 1 for f, g,..., h E ¢ 
and bs , bg ,..., b~ E B, then the separability idempotent ofB over A is 
e=(bf®l )  e j+(bgQ1)eg- / ' "+(bhQ1)eh .  
Here for a polynomial h(Z) ~- ao Z~ + ax Zm-1  -~ "" -~ a m in A[Z], we let 
hz(Z) = ao Z~ + "'" + a~ for 1 = O, 1,..., m -- 1, and let eh ~ h,~_x(z) @ 1 + 
h,,_~(z) ® z + ... + ho(z) ® z"-~. 
4.3. Symmetric Expansions and n-Algebras 
In this subsection, we shall use the multi-index notation in analysis to describe 
the Taylor expansion of a polynomial and derive some properties of higher-order 
differential operators and higher-order differentials. We shall also introduce 
two new concepts, the "symmetric expansion" of a polynomial and an "n-algebra." 
The latter generalizes the notion of a Lie algebra. 
For any n-tuple p = ( Pl ,..., P~) of non-negative integers, we set 
P I = Pl + "'" + P~,  p! = pl! ""pn!, 
ZP : Zf  1"'" Z ~°. , dZ p : (dZ l )~ ' " (dZ)  ~". 
We also set 0 = (0,..., 0) and e~ = (0,.,., 0, l, 0~..., 0) (the 1 being in the jth 
place) for j : 1,..., n. Among the n-tuples, we introduce addition, substraction, 
and multiplication by an integer in the obvious manner. (Namely, treat an n-tuple 
as an 1 × n matrix.) I f  q = (ql ..... qn) is another n-tuple of non-negative 
integers, we write q ~ p if qj ~ pj for allj. Finally we set 
10" "' otherwise. 
We define Dp e Hom moa(A[Z x ,..., Z~], A[Z 1 ..... Z~]) by its action in the 
basis Z q as follows: 
(q) 1 ~1+...+~. 
Dp(Z a) = Z q-p, i.e., Dp - -  p! 0Z~I ... aZ~ " 
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The following properties among the Dp generalize those listed in [54, Case G a , 
p. 378]: 
LEMMA 27. (i) I f  h ~ A[Z  1 .... , Z~], then Dp(h) = O for almost all p. 
(ii) Da(gh ) = Zq+*=p,,~>o,,~o Dq(g) D,(h) for all g, h e A[Z~ .... , Z,,]. 
(iii) Dp o Dq ~ D, o D o = (p + q)!/p!q! Dp+q. 
(iv) D O = identity map. 
Proof. Parts (i), (iii), and (iv) are easy to verify. Clearly, by induction, (ii) 
holds for the special ease p = p~-e~ (1 ~ j  ~ n). Hence, by (iii), (ii) holds for 
the general case p = pie 1 + ... + p~e, .  | 
COROLLARY 28. 
Dp(gz "" g~,) = ~ D,,(gz) ... D%(gu) 
ql  + • • .+qu=p 
qZ>O ..... q~>O 
for all gl , ' " ,  gu ~ A[Z1 ,..., Z,,]. 
Now let d*h = ~IDI=~ Dp(h) dZ p for all non-negative integers l and h e A[Z  1 .... , 
Z~]. Then the Taylor expansion of a polynomial h states that 
Ah = dah + d*h + "" + dmh, where m = degree(h). 
Note that d~h e ~ for all l. As a consequence of Corollary 28, we have 
COROLLARY 29. 
dt(gl "'" gu) ~- 
for all gl ,..., g~, e A[Z  t ,..., Z~]. 
(d~gl) ... (d~,g,) 
~z+"" +Zu=~ 
~1~0 ..... ~,~0 
Clearly there are many ways of writing dZ p as a linear combination of dZ1 ,..., 
dZ~ with coefficients in A[Z  1 ..... Zn ,  W 1 ..... W~] in case n > 1 and p has two 
non-zero components. Among these, a reasonable way is probably to distribute 
dZ p over dZ 1 ,..., dZ,~ according to its "weights" on dZ z ..... dZ~.  To wit, write 
dZ p as 
( P- dZ~-e.~ dZ"= ~w=v-dZ"-%,v,~ dZ~ + ... + ] dZ,~ . 
Of course we are assuming A D_ Q in the last step. 
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LEMMA 30. 
or symbolically 
Proof. Since 
Assume A D_ O. If h ~ A[Z 1 ,..., Z,~] has degree m, then 
= ( ; ( ) ) , 
Ah= Z Dp(h) dZp 
~=1 Ipl=t 
~ ~ ~Dp(h)dZp-e JdZ~ 
~=1 Ipl=~ j=l 
~ ~ ~ ~-P~ Dp(h) dZ "-ejdZ~ 
j=l 1=1 lp[=l 
it suffices to show that 
]p]~____~ ~ Dp(h) d Z P _ e , _  = 7 ( / -1 .l 1 (__~_j)~h 
and j  = 1,..., n. For these it suffices to show that 
2 Pl Dp(h) dZ p-ez = d l-1 ~1 
Ipl=~ 
for l ~-~ 1,...,m 
for l = 1,..., m. 
This follows immediately from the definition of d l-1 together with Lemma 27 (iii). 
! 
DEFINITION 31. When A ~_ Q, the expansion of a polynomial h~ A[Z1,..., Z~] 
in Lemma 30 will be called the symmetric expansion of h. 
The sequence of maps (d °, d 1, d2,...) in the Taylor expansion is a higher 
derivation in the sense that (i) d o = the A-algebra homomorphism of A[Z 1 ,..., 
Z,] into A[Z 1 ,..., Z~, W 1 ,..., W~], (ii) each d i is A-linear, (iii) d~(gh)= 
~q+r=~.q~>0,~>0 dqg d~h for all g, h ~ A[Z 1 .... , Z~]. 
I f  we agree to write [h i ,..., h,] for (8(h 1 ,..., h,)/8(Z 1,..., Z~)), then it is 
easily verified that the n-ary operation [ ..... ] is A-multilinear, alternating, 
etc. We are thus led to the following 
DEFINITION 32. An n-algebra over A is an A-module C together with an 
n-ary operation on C, called bracket operation, [ ..... ]: C × "" × C ~ C, 
which satisfies the following axioms: 
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(i) [ ,..., ] is A-multilinear. 
(ii) [ ..... ] is alternating, i.e., [h i ,..., h,,] ---- 0 if there exist i :/: j such 
that hi = h~. 
(iii) ~ sgn(a)[[ho(~) ,..., ho(n)], h,(~+~) ,..., ho(2,,_a) ] = 0, where the summa- 
tion is taken over all permutations a of {1, 2 ..... 2n - -  1} such that o(1) < "-" < 
(r(n) and a(n + 1) < "" < (r(2n --  1) and where sgn(a) stands for the sign of o. 
If, in addition, C happens to be an A-algebra satisfying the "product rule" 
( iv )  [ f lg l ,  ]/2 , - ' - ,  ]/n] = f l [g l  , h2,..., hn] -~ g l [ f l ,  ]/2 . . . .  , h,~], then we say 
the n-algebra structure is compatible with the algebra structure. 
Remark. The identity in axiom (iii) of Definition 32 may be viewed as a 
generalization of the usual Jacobi identity• Thus, a Lie algebra is, in our ter- 
minology, a 2-algebra. 
THEOREM 33. Let A be a ring, C = A[Z  1 .... , Zn] a polynomial ring over A 
and []/1,..., h,~] = (~(]/1 ..... ]/n)/O(Z1,... , Z,~)) for all ]/1 ..... ]/, E C. Then C 
together wit]/ [ ,..., ] is an n-algebra over A,  and the n-algebra structure is com- 
patible wit]/ the A-algebra structure. 
Proof. Axioms (i), (ii) and (iv) are clearly satisfied. It follows from (i) that 
(iii) is satisfied by all polynomials if and only if it is satisfied by all monomials. 
Henceforth we shall assume h i =Z pi for some n-tuple Pi = (P i l  , ' " ,P i . )  of 
non-negative integers, i = 1,..., 2n --  1. Set p = Pl -[- "'" + P2n-1 and e 
e 1 + "" + e~ Clearly [ZP~,..., Z p-] detf( ~..~i=1 ...... ~ 7.pl+...+p,-e and hence • = k \  .U *J 12"=1 ~. . .  ~qZ] 
[[ha(l)  , . - . ,  ho(n)] ,  h~(n+l)  . . . .  , ho(2n-1)]  
(-- 1)n--1 i=1 . . . . . .  i=n+l . . . . .  2-  2e = det((Po(/)J)J=i ..... n )2~- ,  det((Po(oJ)J=l ..... n) 
where the last row of the second matrix in the previous product is (Po(2~)1 ,..., 
p,(~,~),,) = p --  e. (Note that a(2n) does not make sense. However we use it for 
notational convenience.) Now let 
J and s = p --  e. 
"I i 
P P P : (P i t )  j 1 .... ,n 
1,..., 2n 1 
B :  0 s ' 
Then, by the Laplace expansion of det(B) by the minor of its first n columns and 
their corresponding cofactors, it follows that the left-hand side of the equality 
in axiom (iii) is (--1) '*-1 det(B)Z p-2e. It remains to show det(B) = 0. This can 
be seen in many ways and one is as follows: Divide the matrix B into two blocks, 
where the first block consists of the first n columns and the second block consists 
of the remaining columns. Then substract the first block from the second block 
and use Laplace expansion again. | 
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THEOREM 34. Let (d °, d 1, d~,...): A[ZI  ,..., Z,] --~ A[Z  1 ,..., Za , W~ ,..., W,,] 
be the higher derivation associated with the Taylor expansion. For h 1 ,..., h ,  
A [Z  x ,..., Za] , let [d~ah~ ,..., dZ,ha] = det((dZ,(~h,/~Zj))~=aa;:::;~). Then 
d'[hl ..... ha!= Z [a% ..... a~-h.] 
~1 +.. .+~n=~ 
~1>~0 ... . .  Zn~>O 
for all non-negative integers I. 
Proof. Use Lemma 29 and the definition of determinant. |
4.4. n-Variable, n-Relation Case Where the Base Ring Contains the Rational 
Number Field 
In this subsection, we shall deal with the case where 1I ] = n and A ~ Q. 
Let B = A[z  1 ,..., za] = A[Z1 .... , Z~]/(hl ,..., ha) throughout Section 4.4. 
Then Eq. (1) becomes, in matrix form, 
711 ] ,4, 
where g~ is the (i, j)-entry of an n × n matrix. Let L denote the inverse of the 
(square) matrix J. Then it follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that the separability 
idempotent of B over A is 
( i= ,  ..... 3) e = (det(L) @ 1) det (3(gi~)) j = 1,..., " (5) 
With the symmetric expansion of polynomials [Definition 31] in mind, the gij 
in Eq. (4) can be chosen in the form 
1 1 1 d2 . . . ](  ~h~ ] .  g~j= (d o+~d q-~ + ] \~Z j !  (6) 
Using the multilinearity of determinant and Eq. (6), we see that 
i = 1 ..... n! 1 1 [d~xhl d~,h 1 
det (gi~) j 1 ..... nl = ~p l+ l  Pn+l  '" . . . .  " 
where the summation is taken over all n-tuples (Pl ,...,P~) of non-negative 
integers. Hence we have 
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THEOREM 35. Let B = "4[z 1 ,..., z,] = ,4[Z 1 ,..., &]/(h 1 , . . . ,  hn) , I f '4  ~_ Q 
and B is separable over ,4, then the separability idempotent of B over _/t is 
e= ( (a ( lh" ' "h" ) )  -1 ~ 1 1 [d~lhl .... , d~,.h,~]) ) 
~(Zl ..... Zn ) @l) (~(  plS~_l pn _]_ 1 
where the summation is taken over all n-tupIes ( pl .... , pn) of non-negative integers. 
4.5. n-Variable, 11 I-Relation Case Where the Base Ring Contains the Rational 
Number FieM 
Theorem 35 can be easily generalized to 
PROPOSIT ION 36. Let B = "4[zl,...,z~] = "4[Z1,...,Zn]/(hi)i~ 1 be as in 
Theorem 5. Assume that .4 ~_ Q. For each n-element subset H of I, let JH denote 
the n × n submatrix obtained from the H rows of the Jacobian matrix J. I f  B is 
separable over `4, say, ~ b~ det(Jzt) = 1, where blt ~ B and the summation is taken 
over all n-element subset H of I (where only finitely many bH are non-zero), then 
the separability idempotent of B over .4 is 
e=~,(bH@l)  en, 
where the summation is taken as above. Here for any H = {i1 ,... , i~} _C I, we let 
(2  1 l [d'~hq d"h i J ) ,  eu = fl Pl + 1 p ,  + 1 ..... 
where the summation is taken over all n-tuples ( pl ,..., P,) of non-negative integers. 
4.6. n-Variable, n-Relation Case Where 2 Is a Unit, the Relations are quadratic 
and the Jacobian Determinant Is in the Base Ring 
It is known that the following conditions are equivalent for an ,4-algebra B 
[47, p. A312]: 
(i) ,4 ~ B is an epimorphism (i.e., a morphism which is right-cancellable) 
in the category of rings. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
phism. 
(vi) 
phism. 
B is separable over ,4 and the separability idempotent is 1 @ 1. 
The canonical surjection ~: B @A B --+ B is an isomorphism. 
b@l  = 1 @bin  B@AB,  fo ra l lb~B.  
The canonical injection b ~-~ b @ 1 of B into B @A B is an isomor- 
The canonical injection b ~ 1 @ b of B into B @A B is an isomor- 
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THEOREM 37. Let B = A[z a ,..., z~] = A[Z a ,..., Z,]/(h I . . . . .  h,). I f  degree 
(hi) ~ 2,..., degree(h,) ~ 2, [h I ..... h,~] = (0(h 1 ..... h,)/O(Zl,... , Z,)) -~ a e A, 
2 G A*  and B is separable over A, then 1 @ 1 is the separability idempotent of B 
over A (and hence the A-algebra B satisfies those equivalent conditions mentioned 
above). 
Proof. I f  degree(h) ~ 2, then dZ(Oh/OZs) = 0 for l />  2 and all j ;  and as 
2 ~ A*, an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 30 shows that 
Ah = ~ ~ 1 ~ Oh hence 
,= , ,=0 
Therefore the gi~ in Eq. (4) of Section 4.4 can be chosen in the form 
Thus 
g-  = Z  - 27I • 5=0 
(7) 
det (giJ) j = 1 .... , m ~T- d'ha ..... d*h, = 
I=0 
(note that this is really a finite sum) by an argument similar to the one used in 
Section 4.4. Moreover, since [h i , . . .  , h~] = a G A it follows that det((gis)~=~',:::',~) = 
d°[ha .... , h,] = d°a = a @ 1. Now separability means a G B* (so a G A c~ B*) 
by Theorem 7. I f  we denote the inverse of a in B by a -1,  then it follows from 
Eq. (5) of Section 4.4 that e = (a- :  @ 1)(a @ 1) = 1 @ 1 is the separability 
idempotent. | 
5. APPLICATIONS TO THE JACOBIAN PROBLEM 
5.1. Brief History 
Let X t ..... X~ be indeterminates over a field k and letfa ,..., f,~ be polynomials 
in X 1 ,..., X~ with coefficients in k. One can ask whether X:  ,..., X~ are poly- 
nomials infa ,...,f~ with coefficients in k. I f  this is the case, then, by the chain 
rule, the Jacobian determinant (0(fa ,... , f,~)/O(X: .... , X~)) is a non-zero constant. 
The Jacobian problem asks if the converse is true. Note that if the characteristic 
of k is p ~ 0 and f (X)  = X + X v, then if(X') = 1 but X is not a polynomial 
inf .  Therefore we shall assume that the characteristic of k is zero. The problem 
can be restated as follows: 
]acobian Problem. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, let S = k[X  1 .... , X,~] 
be the polynomial ring in n indeterminates over k, and let R = k[f: ,...,f,] 
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be a subring of S generated by k and fl  ..... f~ e S. Is itltrue that the condition 
( Ofi ] i= l , . . . ,n  
OXj ] j = 1 .... ,n ~ GLn(S) (*) 
implies that R = S ? 
Henceforth we shall refer to (*) as the Jacobian condition. 
The author first learned of this interesting problem from a paper by Abhyankar 
[1, 26. Personal experience 4, p. 422] in which it was referred to as the "High- 
School Implicit Function Theorem." The problem was raised by Keller in 1939 
[31] for the case k = C. Since then a number of false proofs have been published, 
e.g., [15, 21, 51, and 52]. The errors were pointed out by Moh [70], Vitushkin 
[58], Abhyankar and Moh [3], Nagata and Rosenlicht (oral communications). 
The problem is trivially easy for n = 1. However, for n = 2, it has resisted 
repeated attacks by many good mathematicians using different techniques, even 
though the automorphism group of k[X 1 , X2] is well understood in this case. 
(See, e.g., [40].) 
Some partial results have been obtained for n ~ 2. Abhyankar [2] has shown, 
using Newton's polygon, that the problem is equivalent to asking whether f l  
and fz have only one point at infinity. (It has been determined that f l  and f2 
can have at most two points at infinity by Abhyankar [2] and Makar-Limanov 
[35].) In addition, he has shown that the problem is equivalent to whether 
k(X1, X2) is a Galois extension of k( f  1 , f  z). Recently, using the notion of 
characteristic pairs and with the help of a computer, Moh [37] has obtained 
positive answers when the degrees off1 and f2 do not exceed 100. Abhyankar [2] 
and Moh [37] have also shown that the problem has a positive answer if one of 
the degrees of f l  and f2 is of the form pq where p (resp. q) is either 1 or a 
prime number. Nakai and Baba [41] have shown that the problem has a positive 
answer in the following three cases concerning the degrees off1 and f2: (i) one 
of them is a prime number, (ii) one of them is 4; (iii) the larger of the two is 2p for 
some odd prime p. Wright [68] has shown that the problem is equivalent to 
whether every invertible 2 × 2 Jacobian matrix is a product of elementary 
and diagonal matrices. (Note that, in the language of differential equations, 
Wright's result may be reinterpreted asintegrability along characteristic curves.) 
Moreover, in collaboration with Bass and Connell, Wright also obtained an 
inversion formula (oral communidation). 
In the n-variable case, using the theory of several complex variables, Campbell 
[13] has shown that the problem, for k ~ C, is equivalent to whether C(X 1 ,..., 
Xn) is a Galois extension of C(f~ ,..., f~). 
Using a clever argument, Wright [66, (26), p. 236; 67; 69] reduced the 
problem to the case where the degree of each fi is at most 3 at the cost of intro- 
ducing extra variables. 
We are able to show that the problem has a positive answer in the case where 
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each f i  has degree at most 2. Actually, this result is valid, more generally, for 
any unique factorization domain k with 2 =A 0. 
We also show that, in general, the problem is equivalent to whether k[X 1 ,..., 
X,~] is integral over k[ f  1 ,...,f,~], or what amounts to the same thing, that the 
projective dimension of k[X 1 ,..., X~] over k[ f  1 ,..., fn] is 0. We show that the 
projective dimension is at most 1. 
In the past, only the case where char(k) = 0 was considered because the 
general problem fails for char(k) = p 4= 0 (recall the counter-example f (X )  = 
X + X p mentioned before). Nevertheless, we would like to take a different 
approach by taking the case char(k) 4= 0 into account and measuring how badly 
the problem fails for this case. In other words, our intention is to treat both 
char(k) ~ 0 and char(k) 4= 0 cases simultaneously in a uniform fashion as far 
as possible and try not to distinguish between them until the last moment. In 
fact, we go even further by setting up the problem in the context of commutative 
rings rather than fields, and using material developed in previous ections to give 
various interpretations of the Jacobian condition. In doing so, we succeed in 
reformulating and generalizing the problem and we are able to turn up some 
connections with separable algebras, homological dimension, etc. We find out 
that when k is allowed to be a field of arbitrary characteristic or more generally 
a principal ideal domain, the correct generalization for "R = S"  is probably 
"S  is a finitely generated free module over R." We also study the flat, Noetherian, 
and unique factorization aspects of the problem. We give an example to illustrate 
several undesirable things can happen in the case where k is a field of charac- 
teristic non-zero. Finally, we obtain a positive answer in the quadratic ase and 
make a conjecture about the degrees of the inverse polynomials. 
5.2. Interpretations of the Jacobian Condition 
THEOREM 38. Let k be a ring, let S ~ k[X1,... , X,~] be a polynomial ring zn n 
indeterminates over k, and let R = k[fl ,... , f,] be the subring of S generated by h 
and f l  ,...,f~ ~ S. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (0fdeX'j)~.=~:::::~ GL , (S)  or equivalently (8(fl,...,f~)/O(Xt,..., 
X.)) ~ S*. 
(2) S is separable and smooth over R. 
(3) S is dtale over R. 
(4) S is separable and flat over R. 
(5) S is separable over R. 
(6) S is smooth over R and f l  .... ,f,~ are algebraically independent over k. 
(7) For each prime ideal p of R, S ®R ~(P) is separable over K(p). 
(8) For each prime ideal q of S, (q c~ S) Sq = qSq and K(q) is a finite- 
dimensional separable fieM extension of K(q n R). 
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(9) f l  ,...,f~ are algebraically independent over k and every k-derivation 
(resp. derh~ation) of R into itself extends uniquely to a k-derivation (resp. derivation) 
of S into itself. 
(10) Same as in (9) except with "extends" in place of "extends uniquely." 
(11) f l  ,...,f~ are algebraically independent over k and each (8/Sfi) extends 
uniquely to a k-derivation of S into itself or i = 1,..., n. 
(12) Same as in (11) except with "extends" in place of "extends uniquely." 
Proof. We first observe that S can be written, in terms of generators and 
relations over R, in the form 
S = R[X  1 . . . .  , X,] = REZl .... , z,] = k[Zl  ,..., Z~]/(hl .... , h,), 
where R[X  1 ,..., X~] is the subring of S generated by R and X1,... , X~,  R[Z1,..., 
Zn] is a polynomial ring in n indeterminates over R, hi = ~ -- f i  , ~ = fi(Z1 .... , 
Zn) e R[Z 1 .... , Z,~], and zl denotes the coset of Zi for i = 1,..., n. Moreover, it 
is clear that (Ohi/Ozj) = (~/Ozj) = (Ofi/OX~) for all i, j = 1 .... , n. 
(1) <- (5) by a Jacobian criterion for separability [Theorem 7]. 
(9) <:~ (10)~(11)~ (12)~ (1) by a Jacobian criterion for extension of 
derivations [Theorem 16]. 
Note that condition (1) implies the algebraic independence off1 ,...,f~ over k 
[10, Chap. IIi, Sect. 4.4, Proposition 5, p. 219]. 
(1) => (9) by the preceding remark together with Theorem 16. 
(1) ~ (6) by the preceding remark together with a Jacobian criterion for 
smoothness [38, Theorem] which states that for a finitely presented algebra, 
right-invertibility of the Jacobian matrix implies smoothness. 
(5) ~:~ (7) ~:~ (8) by [32, Thdor~me 4.2, p. 85] since S is finitely generated 
(in fact, finitely presented) as an R-algebra. 
(2) ~> (3). For any finitely presented algebra, "separable = unramified = 
vanishing of the module of 1-differentials." Moreover, "unramified + smooth = 
dtale" by definition [26, IV, 17.1.1; 17.1.2; 17.3.1; 17.3.2(ii)]. 
(2) ~ (4)"smooth ~ flat" by [26, IV, 17.6.2]. 
(4) ~ (5) and (5) + (6) ~ (2) are clear. 
(6) ~ (10) by Lemma 39 below. | 
The next Lemma is essentially [34, 3.1.3 Proposition (1), (3), p. 53] or [43, 
Theorem 5.5(i), p. 75]. However, for the convenience of the reader, we include 
a short and direct proof here. Our proof is inspired by that of [9, Theorem 2, 
p. 313]. 
LEMMA 39. Let A be a ring, B an A-algebra, and M a B-module. I f  B is 
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formally smooth over A, then any derivation of A into M extends to a derivation 
of B into M. 
Proof. Let C be the split extension (i.e., trivial extension) of B by M. 
That is, C is the additive group B @ M with (bl, ml)(b2, m2) = (bib2, blm 2 -k 
b~ml). For a D ~ Der(A, M), if we let A ~ C be the ring homomorphism 
a ~ (a, D(a)), then C is an A-algebra and the projection of C onto B is an 
A-algebra homomorphism. Since (Ker(C --+ B)) ~ = 0, the formal smoothness of 
B over A implies that there is an A-algebra splitting of C ~ B, the second 
coordinate of which is easily seen to be a derivation extending D. | 
Remark. The condition that '~fa ,...,f~ are algebraically independent" is 
necessary in condition (6) of Theorem 38. For if fa =f2  = 2(1 and R : 
k[X1] C_ S = k[X'l, Xe], then S is smooth over R, but (O(fl, f2)/O(X1 , X2)) = 0.  
ProPosiTion 40. Let k be a ring, let S = k[(A'~)j~s] be a polynomial ring in the 
indeterminates X~ over k, and let R = k[(fi)i~l ] be the subring generated by k and 
the f i  ~ S. Assume that S is separable over R. Then 
(i) (efi/~Xj)~ I has a row-finite left-inverse over S and hence III >~ i J 1- 
(ii) Assume further that the f i  are algebraically independent over R, then 
I I1=[ ] ] .  
Proof. Write S as a quotient ring of a polynomial ring over R as in the proof 
of Theorem 38, then apply Theorem 2. This proves (i). Part (ii) follows from (i). 
I 
Remark. In (i), the Jacobian matrix may not have a row-finite right-inverse 
over S even if ] I  ] = I ] ] .  For if S = k[X  1 , X 2 .... ] is a polynomial ring in 
countably many indeterminates over k and if f l  = 0, fi+l = Xi  for i = 1, 2,..., 
then S = R is separable over R (and hence the Jacobian matrix has a row-finite 
left-inverse over S), but the Jacobian matrix has no row-finite right-inverse 
over S (cf. paragraph between Theorem 16 and Corollary 17.) 
5.3. Consequences ofFlatness 
Recall that an integral domain is a UFD (= unique factorization domain of 
factorial domain) if every element which is neither zero nor a unit can be written 
uniquely (up to multiplication by a unit) as a finite product of irreducible ele- 
ments. It turns out that an integral domain is a UFD if and only if it is a Krull 
domain and every prime ideal of height one is principal [10, Chap. VII ,  Sect. 3.2, 
Theorem 1, p. 502] and hence generated by an irreducible element. The next 
theorem, whose proof (i) is inspired by that of [46, Theorem 1, p. 795], shows 
that S behaves like the integral closure of R in the field of fractions of S when k 
is a UFD (cf. [22, (10.5) Theorem, p. 94].) 
THEOREM 41. Let k be a UFD and let R = k[Y 1 .... ,1%~] C_ S = k [X  1 .... , X,] 
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be two polynomial rings (each in n indeterminates) over k such that S is separable 
over R. Let K and L be the fields of fractions of R and S respectively. Then (i) 
S n K = R, (ii) S @R K = SK = L, (iii) every principal ideal of R is the 
contraction of its extension to S, i.e., (rS) n R = rR for aUr ~ R. 
Proof. We let X~I)(R) denote the subspace of Spec(R) consisting of the prime 
ideals of height one. 
(i) Note that R is a UFD and R* = S* n R (= k*).Hence if p ~ XI1)(R), 
then p = rR for some irreducible lement r of R, and therefore pS = rS C S. 
Let s = (rl/r2) E S n K, where s ~ S and r l ,  r 2 ~ R. Then r2(s ) -- rx(1 ) = 0. 
By Theorem 38, S is flat over R, which means that any relation in S is a con- 
sequence of relations in R [10, Chap. I, Sect. 2.11, Corollary 2 to Proposition 13, 
p. 27]. Therefore there exist rij ~ R and sj ~ S such that 
1 ° s : ~-'~j rift j . 
2 ° 1 : Z~ r2~s~. 
3 ° r~(rlj ) --  rx(r2j ) : 0 for all j. 
I f  p 6 Xc1)(R), then using 2 ° and the fact that pS C S one sees that r2j q~ p for 
some j. For this j, (rl/r~) : (rlj/rz~) ~ R~. Thus S c~ K C 0 RE (where the 
intersection is over all p in X~IJ(R)). The right-hand side of the previous _C is 
equal to R [10, Chap. VII, Sect. 1.6, Theorem 4, p. 486] because R is a Krull 
domain. 
(iii) follows from (i) by [30, Exercise 40(d), p. 46]. 
(ii) Let 0R and 0s denote the zero ideals of R and S, respectively. Then 
S @1~ K = S @R K(OR) : SK(OR) : SK  is an integral domain which is 
finitely generated as an algebra over K and is contained in L : K(0s). By 
Noether's normalization lemma [36, Corollary 1, p. 91], the Krull dimension 
of SK is equal to the transcendence d gree of SK over K. The latter is 0 since L 
is algebraic over K [Theorem 38(5), (8)]. Thus SK is a field and SK = L. | 
Remark. Assertions (i) and (iii) hold if the hypothesis "S  is separable over R" 
is replaced by "S  is flat over R." 
COROLLARY 42. Let k, R, S, K, andL be as in Theorem 41. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) I~ = S. 
(2) K = L, i.e., X 1 ,..., X~ and Y1 ..... Y~ are birationally related over h. 
(3) The conductor of S into R is non-zero, i.e., {r E R ] rS C R} # O. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2) and (1) ~ (3) are clear. 
(2) ~ (1) follows from Theorem 41 (i). 
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(3) => (1). Let r 4 :0  be an element of the conductor. Then rA]. ~ R and 
hence X i~SnK for i=  1,...,n. By Theorem 41(i), SnK=R.  Thus, 
R=S. I  
COROLLARY 43. Let k, R, S, K, and L be as in Theorem 41. I f  the inclusion 
R C S is an epimorphism in the category of rings, then R = S. 
Proof. By Corollary 42, it suffices to show that K ~ L, but this follows 
from [48] or [47, p. A313]. However, for the convenience of the reader, we 
reproduce a proof here. Let us consider the double inclusions, R _C S C L. 
Their  composition R _C L is an epimorphism, as the composition of two epimor- 
phisms is an epimorphism. But the inclusion R C L is also the composition of 
the double inclusions R _C K CL. Hence the inclusion K _C L is an epimorphism. 
Therefore the multiplication homomorphism 7r: L @/c L ~ L is an isomorphism 
and so (dim~L) 2 = dimKL, i.e., K = L. | 
In the following we shall denote the projective dimension of an A-module M 
by pd A m. 
THEOREM 44. Let k be a Noetherian ring and let R = k [Y  1 ,..., Y~] _C S 
klan, . . . ,  X,,] be two polynomial rings (each in n indeterminates) over k such that S 
is separable over R. Then (i) pdR S ~ 1; (ii) Spec(S)--~ Spee(R) is an open 
mapping. 
Proof. By Theorem 38, S is flat over R. Hence the first assertion is immediate 
from a lemma of Jensen which states that a countably generated fiat module over 
a ring whose ideals are countably generated has projective dimension at most one 
[29, Lemma 2, p. 98]. As for the second, it is immediate from [6, Exercise 25, 
p. 87] since R is Noetherian and S is finitely generated as an R-algebra. | 
5.4. Equivalent Conditions under Separability 
To study the solutions of a system of polynomial equations 
fx(X~ ..... X . )  = 6 
fm(X~ ..... Xn) = ~m 
over a ring k, we can associate these polynomials with 
(i) A polynomial mapping between two affine spaces, f ~ (fx ,...,fro): 
k ~ ~ k m, (t 1 , . . . ,  t~) ~-~ (fl(tl .... , t~),...,f,,(t 1 ,..., t,)). 
(ii) A k-algebra homomorphism between two polynomials rings, f: 
k[Y  1 .... , Y~] --~ k [X  t .... , X,] ,  Vi ~+ f i (X t  ,..., X~) for i = 1 .... , m. 
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(iii) A continuous mapping between two prime spectra, 
Spec(k[X 1.... , X,]) -+ Spec(k[Y 1,..., ym]). 
(iv) A k-algebra homomorphism, k --+ k[X~ ,..., X,,]/(f~ .... , fro). 
As regard to their relationship, we can say at least the following 
Spec(f): 
LEMMA 45. Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let f = (fl ,.-.,fro): k*~ --> k'~ 
and f: k [Y  1 ..... Y~] ~ k[X 1 ,..., X,]  be as in (i) and (ii) above. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f is an epimorphism in the category of rings. 
(2) Spec(f) is injective and k[X~ ,..., X,~] is separable over k[I" 1 ..... Y,,] via f. 
(Hence m >/n.) 
(3) f = (f l  ,...,f,~) is injective and k[A~ ..... X,~] is separable over 
k [Y  1 ,..., Y~] via f. (Hence m >~ n.) 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). Injectivity and separability follow from [33, Proposition 
1.7 (Ferrand), p. A 314]. The inequality m ~> n follows from Proposition 40. 
(2) ~ (3) since Spec(f) sends a maximal ideal ~n= 1 (Xj  --  tj) k[X1,...,X,~] 
of k[X 1 ,..., X~] to a maximal ideal ~2i=x (Yi  --  f i(t l  ,..., t,)) k [Y  1 .... , Y,~] of 
k[Y  1 .... , Y~], and there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the maximal 
ideals of the polynomial ring and the points of the affice space [Hilbert's Null- 
stellensatz]. 
(3) ~ (1). Let B = k[X" x ,..., X,,] and A = k[Y~ ,..., Y,~]. We have to 
show that the multiplication homomorphism ~r: B @A B ~ B is an isomorphism. 
To this end, we let k[X1,... , X , , ,  W1,... , W,,] be a polynomial ring over k and let 
• y be the composition of the following sequence of k-algebra homomorphisms: 
k[& ,..., X , ,  W~ ..... W,] ~_ k[Xx ,..., iV,] ®~ k[Xl , . . . ,  X~] 
= B @kB- - -+B @A B. 
(Thus),(X~.) = Xj @ 1, ~,(W~) = 1 @ Xj for j  = 1,..., n.) We shall use notation 
similar to the one used in Section 4: dX~ = Wj  --  X~ for j  = 1,..., n and Af  = 
f (W 1 ..... W,~) - - f (X1 , . . . ,X ,~ ) for fek [X1 , . . . ,X ,d .  Now injectivity of f 
means each dXa vanishes whenever A f l  ..... Afro vanish. Hence, by Hilbert's 
Nullstellensatz, we have 
(dXj) z : gn All -k "'" 4- gj.~ Afro 
for some positive integer land somegji ~ k[X  1 ,..., X~, W 1 .... , W~]. By applying 
to these equations it follows that (1 @ A2,j- -  X~ @ 1) t = 0 for all j  and hence 
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~nz = 0, where ~ = Ker(~r). On the other hand, separability implies ~ = 3 2. 
Thus ~ = 0 and 7r is an isomorphism. |
Remark. (I) ~ (2) and (1) ~ (3) remain valid for any ring k. 
Remark. The assumption that k is algebraically closed is necessary in the 
implication (3) ~(1).  For if k =77/377, n=m= 1, and f (~C)=X+X 3, 
then the polynomial mapping t ~ t + t a from k to k is clearly injective, and 
k[X] is separable over k[X q- X3], but the inclusion k[X + X 3] C_ k[X] is not 
an epimorphism by Corollary 43. 
THEOREM 46. Let k be a principal ideal domain and let R : h[fl ,..., f~] C S : 
k[X 1 .... , A~] be two polynomial rings (each in n indeterminates) over k such that S 
is separable over R. Consider the following conditions: 
(1) R = S. 
(2) The inclusion R C_ S is an epimorphism in the category of rings. 
(3) dimK(~) S @R K(p) ~< 1 for all p 6 Spec(R). 
(4) Spec(S)--+ Spec(R) is universally injective, i.e., Spec(S @R T)--~ 
Spec(T) is injective for every R-algebra T. 
(5) Spec(S) --~ Spec(R) is injective. 
(6) f = (fl .... ,f,): kn --+ kn is injective. 
(7) S is a finitely generated free R-module. 
(8) S is a fnitely generated projective R-module. 
(9) S is a projective R-module. 
(10) S is a finitely presented R-module. 
(11) S is a finitely generated R-module. 
(12) dimK(p) S @R K(p) is independent ofp ~ Spec(R). 
(13) S is integral over R. 
(14) Spec(S)--+ Spec(R) is a universally surjective and universally closed 
mapping, i.e., Spec(S @R T)--~ Spec(T) is surjective and closed for every R- 
algebra T. (Hence the topology of Spec( T) is the quotient of that of Spec( S @R T).) 
(15) Spec(S) --~ Spec(R) is a proper morphism in the category of schemes or 
equivalently (in this case) a universally closed mapping. 
(16) Spec(S) --~ Spec(R) is universally submersive, i.e., Spec(S @R T) --+ 
Spec(T) is surjective and the topology of Spec(T) is the quotient of that of 
Spec(S @R T)for every R-algebra T. 
(17) Spec(S) -+ Spec(R) is surjective. 
(18) S is faithfully flat over R. 
(19) f = (f~ .... ,f~): k" --~ k"is surjective. 
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Then (i) 
(1)~*(2)~(3)~(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7)~-(8)~(9)~(10)o(11)~-(12)~-(13)~(14)~(15) 
(16)-<*(17)*>(18). 
(ii) I l k  is an algebraically closed field, then (2) -~ (5) -~ (6) and (17) -~ (19). 
(iii) I f  k is afield of characteristic zero, then (1) -¢*- (13). 
Proof. We let "f.p.m. (resp. f.g.m.)" stand for "finitely presented (resp. 
finitely generated) as a module," and "f.p.a. (resp. f.g.a.)" stand for "finitely 
presented (resp. finitely generated) as an algebra." 
(i) Note that the following implications are trivial: (1) ~ (5), (1) ~ (6), 
(1) ~ (7) ~ (8) ~ (9), (8) => (11), (14) ~ (15) and (14) ~ (16) ~ (17). 
(1) ~ (2) by Corollary 43 since k is a UFD. 
(2) ~:~ (3). By [63, Theorem 1], condition (3) means the number of geo- 
metric points in any fibre is ~ 1, i.e., for any prime ideal p of R, either there are 
no prime ideals of S lying over p or there is exactly one prime ideal q of S lying 
over p and in the latter case K(q) = K(p). Hence the equivalence of (2) and (3) 
follows from [33, Proposition 1.7 (Ferrand), p. A314]. 
(2) ~ (4) follows from [24, Chapitre I, Proposition (3.7.1) (a), (c"), p. 246]. 
(8) ~ (7) by a Theorem of Quillen-Suslin which states that finitely generated 
projective modules over a polynomial ring k[T 1 ..... T,,] are free when k is a field 
or more generally a principal ideal domain [44, Theorem 4, p. 169; 55, Theorem 3, 
p. 1163]. 
(9) ~ (8) by a Theorem of Rosenberg-Villamayor-Zelinsky which states 
that "separable -[- projective ~ f.g.m." [49, Theorem 1, p. 88; 57, Proposition 
1.1, p. 722]. 
(8) ~ (10) because 'if.p.m. + flat = f.g.m. @ projective" [18, line 15, 
p. 3441. 
(10) *> (11) since over a Noetherian ring, "Noetherian module = f.g.m. = 
f.p.m." [5, Elementary properties (8), 6.4]. 
(11)-~ (12). By [63, Theorem 1], dimK(p)S @R K(p) is the number of 
geometric points in the fibre over p. Hence the equivalence of (11) and (12) 
follows from [26, IV, 18.2.9] since S is fitale over R [Theorem 38], f.g.a, over R, 
and R is connected. 
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(11) ~ (13) because "f.g.a. + integral = f.g.m." [6, line 31, p. 60]. 
(13) :~ (14). Since an integral homomorphism of rings is preseved under 
changes of the base ring and has the lying-over property, it follows that Spec(S)--~ 
Spec(R) is universally surjective. Universal closedness follows from [6, Exercise 
35, p. 73]. 
(15) ~ (13) follows from [6, Exercise 35, p. 73] since S is an integral 
domain. 
(17) ~ (18) follows from [6, Exercise 16, p. 45] since S is flat over R 
[Theorem 38]. 
(18) ~ (16) follows from [36, Theorem 7 and its remark, p. 46] since R is 
Noetherian. 
(ii) (2) ~ (5) ~ (6) follows from Lemma 45. 
(17) ~ (19). By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, every maximal ideal of S can be 
expressed uniquely as ~i=1 (Xi  - -  t i )S for t 1 ,..., t,~ e k. Similar things can be 
n 9Z said about R. Clearly (~i=l (Xi  - -  t~)S) n R = 7~i~1 (f i  - -  f i ( t l  ,..., t~))R. Hence 
the mapping Spec(S) -+ Spec(R) takes Max(S) to Max(R), and hence condition 
(19) is equivalent to the condition that Max(S) --~ Max(R) is surjective which 
is equivalent to condition (17) since a flat homomorphism of rings has the 
going-down property. 
(iii) When k is a field of characteristic zero, the equivalence of (1) and (13) 
follows from Theorem 47 below. | 
THEOREM 47. Let k be an integral domain containing the rational number 
field Q. Let R = k [ f  1 , . : ' fn]  C_ S ~-- k [X  1 ,..., X~] be two polynomial rings 
(each in n indeterminates) over k such that S is separable over R. Then R ---- S i f  
and only i f  S is integral over R. 
This is a "theorem" in the folklore of the Jacobian problem. Since a proof 
of this "theorem," to the best of our knowledge, cannot be found in the literature, 
we gave a rigorous and purely algebraic proof in [62, Theorem 8]. The proof 
hinges on a theorem of Vasconcelos which states that if A C B are integral 
domains containing the rational number field such that B is integral over .4, 
and D is a locally finite derivation of ~/ that is extendible to B, then such an 
extension is again locally finite [56, Theorem 2.2, p. 232]. Moreover we put 
the "theorem" in a slightly more general setting. 
Remark. In case k -- C, the properness in condition (15) is equivalent to 
the one in the usual topological sense, i.e., the inverse image of a compact set is 
compact. 
Theorem 46 leads us naturally to the following more general conjecture. 
GENERALIZED JACOBIAN PROBLEM 48. Let k be a principal ideal domain, let 
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S = k[X t ,..., X , ]  be the polynomial ring in n indeterminates over R, and let 
R = k[ f  x ..... f , J  be the subring of S generated by k and f l  ..... f ,  ~ S. Is it true the 
condition 
( Ofi ~ i= l  ..... n 
-~-7, I j  1 ..... n e OL.(S) 
implies that S is a finitely generated free module over R ? 
To put things slightly differently: Let k be a principal ideal domain, and let R = 
kL[1 .... , f n] C_ S = k[ X1 ..... Xn] be two polynomial rings (each in n indeterminates) 
over k such that S is separable over R. Does this imply that S is a finitely generated 
free module over R ? 
There is evidence supporting the validity of our generalized problem. For 
example, the generalized problem is equivalent, by Theorem 46(i), (7), (9), to 
asking whether pd R S = 0; and we do have pd R S ~< I [Theorem 44]. Moreover, 
by The6rem 46 (iii), if the generalized problem has an affirmative answer, so 
does the original problem. 
5.5. Pseudo-Inverse Polynomials 
Now let us return to the original Jacobian problem in which k is a field of 
characteristic zero. If it has an affirmative answer, then X x ..... X,~ are poly- 
nomials infx ..... f,, with coefficients in k. We may ask what these inverse poly- 
nomials are and how to construct them. There are two easy ways of constructing 
the polynomials. (Here we may assume that f l  .... ,fn have no constant terms.) 
The first of which (due to Lagrange and Poincar~) is by solving systems of 
linear equations inductively ([10, Chap. HI, Sect. 4.4, Proposition 5, p. 219], 
[12, Chap. IV, Sect. 5.9, Proposition 10, p. 64]). The second method proceeds 
by first inverting the Jacobian matrix, differentiating the entries successively, 
and then using the Taylor expansion around the origin. However, in both 
procedures, we end up with formal power series instead of polynomials. And it is 
not clear a priori why these formal power series should be polynomials. The 
first method fails to solve the original problem probably because we did not use 
the full power of the Jacobian condition. (Note that this method can be used 
to produce formal power series as long as the constant term of the Jacobian 
determinant is a unit in k.) The reason why the second method fails is not clear 
at this moment. 
We therefore turn to the existence of these inverse polynomials. A moment's 
reflection will convince one that the inverse polynomials, if they exist, must be 
"the" generators of(XxS) n R,..., (XnS) n R. We can show that such generators 
exist for any UFD k. Unlike the situation in the previous paragraph, these are 
actually polynomials. However, it is not clear whether they are the inverse 
polynomials. Hence we shall refer to them as the "pseudo-inverse polynomials." 
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THEOREM 49. LetkbeaUFDand le tR  = k[Y  1 ,..., Y~] _C S = k[A 1 ,...,X~] 
be two polynomial rings over k such that S is separable over R. Then 
(i) Spec(S)~ Spec(R) induces a mapping Xm(S)~ X~a)(R) which is 
surjective and has finite fibres. 
(ii) There are n irreducible polynomials gl ,..., g ,  in k [Y  1 ,..., Yn] such that 
(X~S) n R = glR ..... (X ,S )  n R ---- g,R. 
Moreover, gl ,..., g~ are unique up to multiplication by units of k. 
(iii) I f  ]'~ ..... Y ,  have no constant erms, then the gi in (ii) can be chosen 
such that the linear part of g~ coincides with the [inear part of A] in k[[Y 1 ,..., Yn]]. 
(In this case the gi will be called the "normalized pseudo-inverse polynomials.") 
Proof. (i) Since S is separable and flat over R [Theorem 38], it follows 
from [63, Corollary 3 (iv)] that Spec(S) ~ Spec(R) preserves heights and hence 
induces Xm(S) --+ X~I)(R). 
We observe that R and S are UFD's.  Hence every prime ideal of height one 
is principal and generated by an irreducible element. Let p ~ X~I)(R). Then 
p = rR for some irreducible lement r of R. Since R* ~- S* n R (~ k*), r is 
a non-unit in S, and hence a product of irreducible elements of S. Let r = 
sis 2 "" s,,, where s x ,..., s~ are irreducible elements of S. Then p __C (siS) n R E 
X~I)(R) and hence (siS) c~ R = p for each i. Obviously, siS,... , s~S are the only 
prime ideals in X~I)(S) lying over p. Thus X¢1)(S) ~ XI1)(R) is surjective and 
has finite fibres. 
(ii) follows from (i). 
(iii) By an invertible linear substitution, we may assume that Yi = Xi q- 
higher-degree t rms ~ k[X 1 ..... X~] for i =- 1,..., n. Then Xi = Yi - /  higher- 
degree terms ~ k[[Y 1 ,..., Y~]] for i ---- 1,..., n. Let T = k[[Y 1 .... , Y~]]. Then 
gi T ~ g iRT ~- (()(iS) ~ R)T  C X iT  means gi ~ XiT.  | 
Remark. According to Theorem 46, the first step in treating the Jacobian 
problem is probably to show that Spec(S) --~ Spec(R) is surjective. Theorem 49 
shows that X(1)(S) --~ X(1)(R) is surjective. 
5.6. Counter-Examples 
Let k be a UFD and let the pair of polynomial rings R : k[Ya ,..., Y,] C S 
k[X 1 ,..., X~] satisfy the Jacobian condition, i.e., 
e(L ..... f . )  s * (=k*) ,  
~(G .... , x~) e where Yi = fi(X~ , ..., Xn) e k[X~ ..... Xn]. 
Let gl ,..., g~ ~ k[Y1 .... , Yn] be the "normalized pseudo-inverse polynomials" 
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off1 ,... ,f~. It is easy to see that gl ,..., g~ are algebraically independent over k. 
We may ask the following questions. 
QUESTION 50. Does the pair of polynomial rings Q = k[g x ,..., g~] _C R = 
k[Y  x ,..., Y,~] satisfy the Jacobian condition, i.e., 
e(g~ .... ,g.)  
8(I/1 .... , y . )  e R* (-~k*) ? 
QUESTION 51. Are the hypersurfaces defined by gl ,...,g,, non-singular 
(i.e., not all partial derivatives vanish) ? 
QUESTION 52. Suppose k is a field of characteristic p :A 0. Is it true that 
Xi  - -  gi  ~ k[[Ya~ ..... Y,~]] ? 
QUESTION 53. 
QUESTION 54. 
for each i ? (Here 
Are A ,...,f~ irreducible in k[X  x .... , X~] ? 
Is the ring k[X  1 ,..., X,~]/( f l  ,...,f/ ,..., f~) a Dedekind domain 
^ means omission.) 
QUESTION 55. IS Spec(S)-+ Spec(R) a covering space map in the usual 
topological sense ? 
We provide a single counter-example which shows that all six questions have 
negative answers in general. 
EXAMPLE 56. Let k = ~-~ 77/3Z be the field with three elements. Let 
n -~ 2, Y1 = f l (X1 ,  X2) = X1  - -  X~ ~ and Y2 ----f~(X1, X2)  = "~2 ~- X2  3" 
Then (8(f l ,  f2)/a(X1, X2) ) : 1. 
Now X 1 and X~ are integral over R because they satisfy the following equa- 
tions: 
Xl 3 - -  Xl 2 + (1 - -  I/"1) Xi  - -  (Y13 + Y12 + ]To 2 + I11) = 0, 
G 3 + G - (G) = 0. 
Note that the formal power 
xl  = Y l+ 
=Y~+ 
X2= ~(-  
/=0  
series expansion of X 1 and X~ are 
oo 
G~+ y?+ G~_ g~o+ y~ . . . .  
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and the normalized pseudo-inverse polynomials are 
gx(Y1, Yz) = ]71%- Y1 ~ q- Y2 ~ %- Y1 a, 
g2(Y~, Y~) = Y2. 
It is easy to 
(50)' 
(51)' 
(52)' 
(53)' 
(54)' 
It remains 
(55)' 
see that 
(~(gx ,&)/~(Yx, I(2)) = 1%- 2Y1 q~R*(= k*). 
The point (1, 0) is singular on the locus gl = 0. 
Xl - -  gl ¢ k [ [ r l  3, V23]]. 
f2 is reducible. 
k[X1, Xz]/(fz ) is not even an integral domain. 
to show that Question 55 has a negative answer. 
Since Xx( (X  ~ %- 2) 2 + Xz 2) = i73 %- ]712 %- }h. o%- Y1 and --1 is 
not a square in k, there are two prime ideals of S lying over (X1S) n R, namely, 
X1S and (Xx 2 %- X2 z %- X 1%- I)S. (Similarly there are two prime ideals of S 
lying over (X2S) c~ R, namely, X2S and (Xz ~ %- 1)S). However. there is only one 
prime ideal of S lying over the zero ideal of R. I f  Spec(S) -+ Spec(R) were a 
covering map in the usual topological sense, then the number of points in a fibre 
over p would have to be independent of p ~ Spec(R) since Spec(R) is connected. 
Thus Spec(S) -~ Spec(R) is not a covering map. 
Remark. The example above together with Theorem 46 and [63, Theorem 1] 
also point out that, in general, one has to take "multiplicities" into account in 
dealing with the Generalized Jacobian Problem. In other words, the best one 
can expect is that Spec(S) --+ Spec(R) is an dtale covering map (i.e., One having 
constant number of geometric points in fibres) instead of a covering map in the 
usual topological sense (which must have constant number of points in fibres). 
In view of Theorem 46 (13), we may ask the following question. 
QUESTION 57. Let R = k[Y 1 .... , Yn] C_ S = k[X 1 .... , X,,] be two poly- 
nomial rings over a field k. I f  S integral over R ? 
EXAMPLE 58. (Gustafson). Let k be any field, and let n = 2, ~q = XIX2 ,  
Y2 = )(2 • Then S is not integral over R. To prove this, it suffices to show that 
X 1 is not integral over R. I f  X t were integral over R, X 1 would have to satisfy 
an equation of the form: X1 n %- rn_lX~1-1%- "" + r lX  1%- r o = 0 with each r i 
in R; hence }71 n + r,~_IY~-IY2 + "" + rlY1Y~ -1%- roY~n = O, and hence Y2 
is a factor of Y1 in R, which is absurd. 
A second proof goes like this: Let m = Y1R %-Yz R ~ Max(R). Then 
S (~)R K(ln) ~ S/mS _~ k[X1] , i.e., the fibre of S over m is ~ k[X1]. Since 
k[X1] is not integral over K(m) = k, S is not integral over R. 
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I f  we analyze the second proof, we will find out that the properties in (1), 
(2), (4), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), and (18) of Theorem 46 
are preserved under changes of the base ring R. In particular, if an algebra has 
one of those properties, so does each fibre over the corresponding residue field. 
However, the converses are not true in general. 
In view of Theorem 46 (9), we may ask the following question. 
QUESTION 59. Let R = k[Y  1 ,..., Y,~] C_ S z h[X 1 ,..., Xn] be two poly- 
nomial rings over a field k such that S is a flat R-module. Is S a projective R- 
module ? 
EXAMPLE 60 (Eisenbud-Huneke [19]). Let k = C, n = 2, ]/1 = X1, and 
Y2 = X2 7- X1X22. Then S is faithfully flat over R but it is not a projective 
R-module. 
We first show that Sm is a flat Rm-module for each maximal ideal m of R = 
k[Y1, Y~]. Clearly m = (Y1 -- ai)R ~- (Y2 -- a2)R for some al ,  a~ ~ C. Since 
]/1 --  al and Y2 --  az have no common factors in R and S which are UFD's,  
they form a regular sequence in R and S. Hence the Koszul complex of ~ -- a 1 , 
]/2 --  a2 for R 
[Yl--al~ 
0----+ R (--Y2+a2'Y1--al)) R 2 \Y2--a2]) R, 
which is exact and is a free resolution of Rim, remains exact after tensoring 
with S. Therefore its homology groups Tor~R(R/m, S) -- 0 for l > 0. Therefore 
Torgm(Rm/mRm, Sin) = 0. Since the contraction of a maximal ideal of S is  a 
maximal ideal of R, it follows that mSm _C Jacobson radical(Sin), and by [36, 
Example 1, p. 145], Sm is idealwise separated for mRm. Thus Sm is a flat 
Rm-module by Bourbaki's criteria of flatness [36, (20.C) Theorem 49(1), (3'), 
p. 146] or [10, Chap. I I I ,  Sect. 5.2, Theorem l(i), (iii), p. 227]. 
Since flatness is a local property and mS C S for all maximal ideals m of R, S 
is faithfully flat over R. 
We next show that S is not a projective R-module. Let at = ~R ~- ~R and 
112 = (Y1  -~ 1)R -~ (Y2 --  1/4)R. Then 111S = X1S + XzS  and rhS 
(X 1 + 1)S + (X 2 --  1/2)~S. Hence [S/111S : R/111] = 1, while [S/112S : R/no] = 2. 
Thus S is not a projective R-module for otherwise IS @R K(111) : K(rh)] = 
[S @R K(rt2) : ~¢(112)] since R is connected. 
5.7. Quadratic Case 
THEOREM 61. Let k be a UFD with 2 4 = 0 and let R = h[Y 1 ,..., Y~] C S = 
k[X1,..., X~] be two polynomial rings (each in n indeterminates) over k such that S 
is separable over R. I f  the degree of each Yi , considered as a polynomial in X 1 ,.:., 
X~ , is <~ 2, then R ~ S. 
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Proof. Let k' ~--- k[2 -1] be the ring of fractions of k with respect o the 
multiplicatively closed subset {1, 2, 22, 23,...}. Then k' is a UFD with 2 a unit. 
Let R' = R @k k' = R[2 -1] and S' = S @k k' = S[2-~]. Then R' ---- k'[Y~ .... , 
y,~] C S' = h'[X 1 .... , X,] are two polynomial rings (each in n indeterminates) 
over k' such that S' is separable over R'. Write S' as a quotient ring of a poly- 
nomial ring over R' as in the proof of Theorem 38. Then the inclusion R' _C S' 
is an epimorphism [Theorem 37] and hence the fields of fractions of R' and S' 
are equal [Corollary 43 and Corollary 42]. Thus R ~ S by Corollary 42. | 
In terms of polynomial mappings, Theorem 61 can be restated as 
THEOREM 62. Let k be a UFD with 2 ~ 0 and let f = (f l  ,...,f~): kn -*  kn 
be a polynomial mapping such that (~(fl ,...,f~)/O(X1 ,..., Xn)) ~ k*. I f  the degree 
of each f i  is ~ 2, then f = (f l  ,..., f~) has a polynomial inverse. 
Sathaye conjectures that the degrees of the inverse polynomials, if exist, are 
not bounded in general. However, we make the following conjecture. 
DEGREE CONJECTURE 63. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 61, the degree of 
each inverse polynomial is <~ 2 n-1. 
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